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Abstract: With rapid increase in population, the issues related to sanitation with respect to garbage management are degrading immensely. It creates unhygienic conditions for the citizens in the nearby surrounding, leading to the spread of infectious diseases and illness. To avoid this problem, IoT based “Smart Waste Management” is the best and trending solution. In the proposed system, public dustbins will be provided with embedded device which helps in real time monitoring of level of garbage in garbage bins. The data regarding the garbage levels will be used to provide optimized route for garbage collecting vans, which will reduce cost associated with fuel. The load sensors will increase efficiency of data related to garbage level and moisture sensors will be used to provide data of waste segregation in a dust bin. The analysis of ceaseless data gathered will help municipality and government authorities to improve plans related to smart waste management with the help of various system generated reports.


I. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide interest in Smart Cities has aggrandized, fostered by the need to find effective remedies to the major challenges foreseen for the next years. As one of the application of Smart City, Waste Management in a city is a formidable challenge faced by the public administrations. Waste is defined as any material in which something valuable is not being used or is not usable and represents no economic value to its owner, the waste generator. Depending on the physical state of the waste, they are categorized as solid waste and wet waste. With the proliferation of population, the scenario of cleanliness with respect to waste management has become crucial. Waste management includes planning, collection, transport, treatment, recycle and disposal of waste together with monitoring and regulation. The existing waste management system, where the garbage is collected from the streets, houses and other establishments on quotidian basis, is not able to effectively manage the waste generated. Giraud village in Raipur district, the capital of Chhattisgarh have deployed garbage bins at every street to collect the garbage, engaged its laborers and vehicles to clear the trash. The amount of total solid waste generated by the village is 558 kg/day and liquid waste is 108040 lit./day, the garbage is collected daily and dumped into landfills. In case a villager observes illegal dumping of any kind of waste, he/she can complain regarding this to the concerned department. As improper disposal of waste causes serious impact on health, causing the spread of diseases and problems to the surrounding environment, the complete care is taken by the government for collecting and disposal of waste. In this paper, a model has been proposed for real-time monitoring the garbage level of respective garbage bins and to detect the level when threshold value is reached using combination of Sensors and Raspberry pi. This data will be sent to the control unit and updated timely with the help of WiFi-module, depending on which optimized route have to be found for Garbage Collecting Van (GCV), depriving the fuel consumption, cost, time and labor. The data will be provided whether the waste is segregated completely or not by wet sensor and humidity sensor which will help for recycling, disposal and reuse of waste. Using data mining, qualitative analysis will be carried out to generate reports. The main objective of this system to be implemented is to supersede the tedious existing system which will aid city to become a Smart City. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a general overview of the system architecture of smart waste management. Section III provides in detail the hardwares deployed in the proposed system. Section IV specifies how the system will be implemented to smartly manage the waste generated.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

This is not an original idea, for the implementation of smart garbage bin; the idea has existed for many years. After the IoT field finding its grip in our lives. This is, however an original plan for designing a smart garbage bin with weight sensor, IR sensor and Wi-Fi module for transmission of data.

[1]. A State of the Art review on Internet of Things by P. Suresh, Vijay. Daniel, R.H. Aswathy, Dr. V. Parthasarathy. It gave the idea of IoT subject and addition details about IoT. The proper smart environment and various applications

[2]. Internet of Things: Challenges and state-of-the-art solutions in Internet-scale Sensor Information Management and Mobile analytics by Arkady Zaslavsky, Dimitrios Georgakopoulos. This paper gave us the details about mobile analysis and sensor information management that will help in data segregation of various dustbins.

[3] Top-k Query based dynamic scheduling for IoT-enabled small city waste collection by Theodoros Anagnostopoulos, Arkady Zaslavsky, Alexey Medvedev, Sergei Khoruzhnicov. It gave us the concept of dynamic scheduling required for the cleaning of dustbin and the Top-k query led us to priority based cleaning of dustbins

[4] City Garbage collection indicator using RF(Zigbee) and GSM technology. This paper gave the details for the module required for the transmission of the data to the receiver side and also the main channel follow of the project. Initially we used GSM technology for our project but later on decided to us Wi-Fi module for the ease of data transmission.


[6] IoT-Based Smart Garbage System for efficient food waste management by Insung Hong, Sunghoi Park, Beomseok Lee, Jaekeun Lee, Daebeom Jeong, Sehyun Park. This paper gave the overview working of the IoT based smart garbage bin and the food management.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Considering the need of modern technology the smart garbage bin can expensive but considering the amount of dustbin needed in India, expensive garbage bin would not be a prior experiment that is why we have decide to use based sensors to reduce its cost and also make it efficient in applications.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

In the existing system, the sensors being placed at the topmost level in the bin, sense the level of the garbage in that bin. On reaching the threshold a command is generated and sent to the central office through the Zig- Bee technology notifying for the collection of garbage. The authority at the central office conveys this notification to the garbage collecting van through the GSM module. GSM is interfaced with ARM microcontroller through MAX232 chip that checks compatibility between the GSM modem and ARM microcontroller.

The proposed architecture will have a master slave configuration of dustbins. This would overcome the connectivity issues in remote areas. These slave dustbins.
communicate their information with their corresponding master dustbins. Each master dustbin shall be equipped with a micro-controller. The micro-controller used will be Raspberry-pi 3, which has an inbuilt Wi-Fi module. The information from master bins will be continuously streamed to the cloud using Wi-Fi module. In the cloud, the real time analysis has to be carried out to generate various reports like- area generating maximum waste, seasonal or function reports on waste, segregation reports etc. which can help the Municipal corporation with better strategies for waste management. The proposed architecture assumes a backup server be provided by the cloud service provider. Along with the real time analysis, the optimized route for collecting the garbage will be found using Google maps. This will provide the advantage of saving fuel costs. Web based applications could be hosted using cloud. The authority at the central office would view all the reports, optimized routes and all the data related to the garbage bins. The person accordingly will direct the collecting vans for the collection of garbage and make efficient plans for the garbage management.

IV. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

**Ultrasonic sensor:** Ultrasonic sensor will be used to detect the level of garbage filled in the dustbin. The level of garbage will be depicted in terms of distance between the sensor and garbage in dustbin. This module has 4 pins- VCC (5V), Trig, Echo and GND. Trig have to be used to send out an ultrasonic high level pulse for at least 10μs and the Echo pin will then automatically detect the returning pulse. Sensor will calculate the time interval between sending the signal and receiving the echo to determine the distance. Working frequency of ultrasonic sensor is 40Hz. Max range and min range is 4m and 2cm and measuring angle is 15 degree.

**HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensor**

**Raspberry pi:** The information collected by sensor will be processed by micro-controller. For this purpose raspberry pi 3 model B needs to be used. Raspberry-pi 3 is based on Broad-com BCM2837 SoC with a 1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 processor, with 512 KB shared L2 cache. The allocated RAM will be of 1 GB. It will primarily use Raspbian, a Debian-based Linux operating system, but many other operating systems can also run on the Raspberry Pi such as RISC OS Pi, FreeBSD, NetBSD.

**Fig.3.4: Raspberry Pi 3**
V. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

In this scenario, garbage bins will be classified as master dustbins and slave dustbins. Master dustbins will be equipped with Raspberry Pi and slaves with IoT module. Every dustbin whether a master or a slave will have to be given a unique id. A database will be maintained containing the information about which dustbin to be placed in which area by their corresponding ids. The dustbin has UV sensor and load sensor for level detection, and humidity sensor for wet and dry garbage detection. Every dustbin, slave or master will have to communicate with Raspberry-pi 3, where Raspberry-pi 3 will act as a broker. The work of Raspberry-pi 3 will be to collect the data from sensors attached to master and slave dustbins, apply noise removal algorithm and send data to server using Wi-Fi. The message has to be sent to server by raspberry-pi 3 about levels of garbage in a bin, wet and dry waste segregation levels along with dustbin id. Server matches ids with database of dustbins, and will find levels of dustbins located in different areas of city. Different IoT protocols can be used for data transmission like MQTT or CoAP. The collected data in cloud will be analyzed by using analytic tool like Hadoop or Storm, and useful information regarding waste management will be extracted. From the collected the data, user will get toknow about real-time garbage level, and the garbage collection van can find optimized route for collection of garbage. Whenever the garbage level crosses threshold level, the alert will be generated for urgent collection of garbage. The data of wet and dry segregation level will help in evaluating the current garbage management plans and also to refine the plans for increasing the efficiency. The simple Web GUI will help the user to use this system efficiently.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper shows how the smart waste management using IoT can be implemented. This proposed system assures the collection of garbage soon when the garbage level reaches its maximum level. The system will thus provide accurate reports, increasing the efficiency of the system. The real-time monitoring of the garbage level with the help of sensors and wireless communication will reduce the total number of trips required of GCV and thus, will reduce the total expenditure associated with the garbage collection. Thus, the dustbins will be cleared as and when filled, giving way to cleaner city, better infrastructure and increased hygiene.
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